Love Our Earth
Materials:

- Scissors
- Glue
- Markers
- Pencil
- Colored paper, magazines or newspapers that are ready to be recycled
  (You can even get really creative and use food wrappers – just make sure they’re clean first!)

Instructions:

1) Start with a base paper for your collage.

2) Cut or tear strips of your colored paper, or magazines and newspapers. Make them different sizes and shapes – it’s up to you! (If you have any blue pieces they are great for oceans, and green pieces are great for land.)

3) Draw a circle for the Earth in the middle of your paper and use your pencil to draw continents – it doesn’t have to be perfect!

4) Next, get started on collaging. Start with your water pieces – line them up around the countries and glue each piece down.

5) Continue to add your water pieces to complete your oceans. Then, glue your land pieces onto your continents!

6) The last step, customize it! Using your markers or crayons decorate around your Earth!